People with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) have difficulty recovering from traumatic events. Although many people are exposed to traumatic events, only a minority of trauma victims subsequently develops PTSD. Such individual differences are often overlooked in animal models, which emphasize group averages and central tendencies. However, understanding the individual differences in animals' responses to traumatic stimuli could be the key to treating and even preventing anxiety disorders like PTSD.
The failure to recover from trauma exposure is thought to reflect deficient extinction of learned fear responses. Fear extinction in rodents provides a useful model to study the behavioral and neural processes underlying PTSD. In fact, research on fear extinction has attracted increasing interest because a major approach to the treatment of these disorders involves promoting extinction (for review, see Milad et al., 2006) . Fear extinction is characterized by a progressive reduction in conditioned fear responses with repeated, non-reinforced presentations of the conditioned stimulus. Reduction of fear responses after extinction is thought not to reflect erasure of the original fear memory but rather the retrieval of a newly formed inhibitory memory. This inhibition of fear responses is mediated by interactions between the ventral medial prefrontal cortex and the amygdala (for review, see Sotres-Bayon et al., 2004; Quirk and Mueller, 2008) . Successful extinction retrieval requires activity in the infralimbic subregion of ventral medial prefrontal cortex, which suppresses conditioned increases in amygdala activity, thus subsequently reducing fear responses. Consequently, failure to retrieve extinction, as may occur in PTSD, is thought to reflect a lack of infralimbic cortex suppression of amygdala activity, leading to persistent fear responses.
As in most behavioral research, studies on fear extinction use averaged data from sample populations to extrapolate conclusions about the general population. However, this approach ignores the differences between individuals that are exposed to similar traumatic events, yet have differential outcomes with respect to the development of anxiety disorders. In rodents, as in human trauma victims, there is naturally occurring variability in extinction learning (Bush et al., 2007) . For example, Burgos-Robles et al. (2007) observed intrastrain variability in rats' ability to retrieve extinction (separate subgroups of rats were either successful or unsuccessful at retrieving extinction). Once these subgroups were identified, the authors were able to retroactively correlate successful extinction retrieval with higher NMDA receptor-dependent bursting in neurons of the infralimbic cortex.
In a recent study published in The Journal of Neuroscience, Hefner et al. (2008) exploited interstrain differences in mice to identify neural correlates underlying extinction failure and success. They first isolated a mouse strain that is deficient at extinguishing conditioned fear. After a test for extinction learning, Hefner et al. (2008) measured immunoreactivity of the activity-dependent immediate early genes c-Fos and Zif268 to identify different patterns of neuronal activity in prefrontal and amygdala extinction circuit within the extinction-resistant (129S1) and normal (C57BL/6J) mouse strains. Consistent with the involvement of infralimbic cortex in successful extinction retrieval, they found that the extinction-resistant strain had lower c-Fos and Zif268 activity relative to controls. Moreover, they found that the magnitude of both c-Fos and Zif268 immunoreactivity in infralimbic cortex was positively correlated with the degree of extinction retrieval. Unlike the relatively straightforward patterns of immediate early gene activity in infralimbic cortex, strain differences observed in amygdala activity are more difficult to interpret. Hefner et al. report that the extinction-resistant mice had decreased immediate early gene immunoreactivity in the lateral and basal subnuclei of the amygdala, whereas immunoreactivity in intercalated cell masses and in the central nucleus of the amygdala was increased relative to controls. Increased central amygdala activity in extinctionresistant mice is consistent with the high levels of freezing observed in this strain throughout extinction, as this region is necessary for the generation of conditioned fear responses. However, activity in lateral and basal amygdala is also a general requirement for fear expression, and activity in intercalated cells is believed to inhibit fear responses. Thus, the pattern of immediate early gene immunoreactivity in extinction-resistant mice (decreased in lateral and basal amygdala, increased in intercalated cells) is difficult to reconcile with current models of fear and extinction.
In the months since the study of Hefner et al. (2008) went to press, three important studies addressing the roles of different amygdala subnuclei (basal amygdala, lateral amygdala, and intercalated cells) in fear extinction have been published. Here, we describe a model incorporating the results reported by Hefner et al. (2008) , in light of these new findings.
In the first of these studies, Herry et al. (2008) identified populations of basal amygdala neurons that are selectively active during high fear ("fear neurons") or low fear ("extinction neurons") states. During extinction retrieval, fear neurons competed with extinction neurons within the basal amygdala for control of central amygdala output. Failure to recruit the extinction neurons in the extinctionresistant strain would then account for the observed decreases in c-Fos and Zif268 expression within this nucleus. Hence, the fear neurons would win the tug-of-war against the extinction neurons and promote fear in the extinction-resistant strain. Because both fear and extinction neurons are putative glutamatergic projection neurons, the fear neurons may promote fear by direct excitation of central amygdala, whereas the extinction neurons may reduce fear via feedforward inhibition of central amygdala through projections to intercalated cells or an indirect projection through infralimbic cortex (Fig. 1) .
The second study that may help interpret the findings of Hefner et al. (2008) provides evidence for the involvement of lateral amygdala neurons in extinction as well as fear expression. Jüngling et al. (2008) found that the newly discovered neuropeptide S facilitates fear extinction by enhancing excitatory neurotransmission at lateral amygdala-intercalated cell synapses. Intercalated cells are an inhibitory cluster of cells capable of gating information flow within the amygdala and are believed to be the intermediate by which infralimbic cortex suppresses amygdala output to promote fear extinction (for review, see Paré et al., 2004; Quirk and Mueller, 2008) . Thus, the findings of Jün-gling et al. (2008) are consistent with a role for lateral amygdala and intercalated cells in promoting extinction. Further, these findings suggest that lateral amygdala neurons that project to intercalated cells may represent a population of neurons that are selectively recruited to suppress fear ( Fig. 1a) . Hence, the decrease in lateral amygdala Zif268 expression observed by Hefner et al. (2008) is consistent with an extinction-resistant phenotype, but makes the observed increased Zif268 expression in intercalated neurons of the extinction-resistant strain difficult to reconcile with the putative involvement of intercalated cells in promoting extinction.
Until recently, the role for intercalated cells in fear extinction was merely hypothetical and had not been directly tested. Likhtik et al. (2008) resolved this issue by demonstrating that a novel toxin that selectively damages intercalated neurons impairs fear extinction. This represents the strongest evidence to date that activity in intercalated cells promotes extinction. Converging input to intercalated cells from infralimbic cortex, lateral amygdala, and basal amygdala extinction neurons may orchestrate the reduction of fear responses by reducing central amygdala activity and subsequent fear responses (Fig.  1) . That Hefner et al. (2008) show an unexpected positive correlation between Zif268 expression in intercalated cells and fear expression during extinction retrieval is a point of divergence from working models of extinction circuitry and requires further investigation. As suggested by Hefner et al. (2008) , one possibility for this divergence is that two functionally different intercalated cell subpopulations mediate fear expression and fear suppression (for further discussion on this possibility, see Paré et al., 2004) . The increased Zif268 expression observed in extinctionresistant mice may have reflected activity only in the former. Notwithstanding the difficulty to reconcile their intercalated cell finding, the main conclusion from Hefner et al. (2008) is that resistance to extinction is associated with abnormal recruitment of the infralimbic cortex-amygdala circuits that mediate fear inhibition.
The results of Hefner et al. (2008) , combined with these three recent studies, suggest that successful extinction retrieval is orchestrated by activity in infralimbic cortex, lateral amygdala projections to intercalated cells, and basal amygdala extinction neurons, which in turn leads to decreased central amygdala activity and Figure 1 . Model for neural correlates of individual variability in fear extinction retrieval. a, Extinction retrieval involves increased activity (black) in the infralimbic (IL) prefrontal cortex and extinction neurons in lateral amygdala (LA) and basal amygdala (BA). These amygdala extinction neurons may project to intercalated neurons (ITCs) but not to central amygdala (Ce). The distributed IL-LA/BA "extinction circuit" may orchestrate excitation of inhibitory intercalated amygdala neurons. Activity in ITC suppresses central amygdala and therefore results in suppressed fear responses. b, In contrast, in those individuals that are not able to retrieve extinction memory (e.g., those individuals that develop PTSD), the extinction circuit is compromised (decreased activity, gray). Amygdala fear-specific cells, that project to Ce but not ITCs, excite Ce leading to fear expression. In these PTSD-like individuals, the "fear circuit" is more active than the extinction circuit when the fear is no longer appropriate. For simplicity, IL to BA projections that may trigger extinction neurons in BA are not shown.
diminished fear responses. The opposite pattern of activity in this circuit appears to occur in individuals that fail to extinguish, resulting in increased central amygdala activity and increased fear responses (Fig.  1) . It is important to note, however, that Hefner et al. (2008) focused on extinction-related immediate early gene activity after extinction retrieval but not before or after extinction training. Further studies are necessary to contrast strain differences in ventral medial prefrontal cortex and amygdala function during other stages of extinction learning (i.e., acquisition and consolidation). Nonetheless, this extinction circuit presents a reasonable target for pharmacological and genetic interventions for the treatment of PTSD. Moreover, identifying a naturally occurring extinction-resistant mouse strain provides a unique opportunity to identify neural or genetic markers that predispose individuals to extinction failure. Targeting these markers will allow us to predict susceptibility and consequently provide tools to prevent PTSD in humans.
